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International Holocaust Remembrance Day: Inter-community solidarity is key to fight anti-Semitism

Brussels, 27 January 2015 – On the occasion of International Holocaust Remembrance Day, anti-racism organisations call on EU political and public leaders to address the prevalence of anti-Semitism in Europe and to mirror their own commitment to show a united front against all forms of racism in European society.

Anti-Semitism is not new to Europe. Yet it is still a reality for many European Jews, who experience higher rates of insults, discrimination, harassment, attacks against properties, desecration of places of worship and cemeteries, and physical violence. Recent anti-Semitic incidents, including the killings in a kosher supermarket in Paris earlier this month and at the Jewish museum in Brussels in May 2014, have added to the ongoing fears of European Jews. Many feel forced to hide the fact that they are Jewish or have a Jewish background.

70 years after the liberation of Auschwitz, it seems the ‘Never again’ promise is losing its potency. Jews, Roma and other ethnic and religious minorities continue to be the victims of verbal and physical violence and hatred

---

1 European Network Against Racism (ENAR); Collectif Contre l’Islamophobie Belge (CCIB), Centrum mot rasim, Jewish Contribution to an Inclusive Europe (CEJI), European Roma Information Office (ERIO), European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC), Inter-Parliamentary Coalition for Combating Antisemitism (ICCA), Initiative Schwarze Menschen in Deutschland (ISD), Mouvement contre le Racisme, Antisémitisme et la Xénophobie (MRAX), Pan African Movement for Justice, Subjective Values Foundation.
because of who they are, movements organise marches against whole groups of EU citizens, and xenophobic parties are gaining popularity in several EU countries.

Public authorities across Europe must therefore take concrete steps to prevent acts of hatred without stigmatising any community. Deep inequalities in today’s Europe should be addressed, as they are a key factor in fuelling conflict and division. We need strong policies and political will to combat discrimination, implement human rights and ensure social and economic inclusion for all European citizens and residents. We also need specific strategies to address specific forms of racism, including anti-Semitism.

In the current polarising context, it is also crucial to build strong coalitions between communities like Jews, Muslims, Roma and people of African descent to bolster more effective resistance against hate speech and violence affecting all groups. Public authorities should support and promote such cross-community initiatives by civil society in Europe, including education on racism and historical abuses. Full equality for all can only be achieved through solidarity and dialogue between all communities, including the majority population.
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